"Give and Take," USF CULP/FARNSWORTH presents 6 Bay Area artists whose works explore the give and take of images as they collide, interact, separate, and intermingle. The title of the exhibition comes from the repeated look at interiors and exteriors, collisions and separations, that suggest humanity's lost connections with each other and the earth.

"Give and Take: USF/SCULPTURE/2003" presents 6 Bay Area artists whose works explore the give and take of images as they collide, interact, separate, and intermingle. The title of the exhibition comes from the repeated look at interiors and exteriors, collisions and separations, that suggest humanity's lost connections with each other and the earth. 

Artists:

- Gail Caulfield
- Cheryl Childress
- Deborah Childress
- Bill Ivey
- Peter Eller
- Ann Weber

September 9 to December 23, 2003

Reception and Tour with Artists
Friday, September 26, 2003
12-3 PM
2130 Fulton Street (at Cole)
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